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Thinkstock Learn how to record and find easily lost things like keys, cell phones and other Martha Camarillo White fences and Southern folk architecture at Celebration: family at home in a city founded by Walt Disney Co. in 1994.From paradise U.S.A. Ad ad Martha Camarillo Main Street in Celebration at obscenity. From
Paradise U.S.A. Martha Camarillo Seaside residents, the first new urbanist community designed by Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk.From the article Paradise U.S.A. Ad Martha Camarillo One of Seaside's many distinctive beach pavilions on the steps, this one designed by Tony Atkin. From Paradise U.S.A.
Martha Camarillo The Interfaith Chapel at Seaside, built in 2001.From article Paradise U.S.A. Martha Camarillo at home in Aqua, In the Miami Beach enclave developed by Craig Robins.From the article Paradise U.S.A. The ad ends with Martha Camarillo Bathers on East Water Street, Rosemary Beach.Article from
Paradise U.S.A. Ad Martha Camarillo Bathers on East Water Street, Rosemary Beach.Article about Paradise U.S.A. Martha Camarillo A Well-maintained bike path near the beach WaterColor.From Paradise U.S.A. Epic is the primary electronic health information system , which is used by more than 250 healthcare
organizations nationwide. So far, 45% of the U.S. population has their medical records in an epic system. With the facility-wide rollout now complete, Epic allows for one chart to track patients in multiple areas where they are receiving treatment. This includes:Five Johns Hopkins-area hospitalsAmbulatory surgery
areasPlans exist to epically integrate into private practices in the community over the next decade using one of three systems:Epic Community Connect: use Epic as office electronic health information (EHR)Care Epic Link: review e-chart; there is some interaction Health Information Exchange Option (CRISP)In 2015,
747,900 patient data was exchanged with other hospitals, emergency departments and clinics in 49 states. Learn more about the exchange of these patient data. Patients also have access to their health data through My Chart. The scale of the project is enormous, but it offers a huge opportunity to streamline and
standardise care across the health system on the basis of best practice in all possible areas. The integrated system has real and obvious benefits in terms of continuity and quality of care by sharing information, avoiding duplication of research and improving communication between service providers and between service
providers and patients. In this vintage engraving, Gustave Dore illustrates Satan flying to Earth the epic Paradise Lost. (Photo by © Gustave Dore/DigitalVision Vectors/Getty) The student has discovered a secret. Secret. John Milton's epic poem Paradise Lost. The hidden message is acrobatic, which means misspelled in
the first letters of each line of the poem. It says FFAALL and FALL - a fitting use of the word fall triple, because the subject of the poem is the biblical story of Satan's decline and the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden. Milton published Paradise Lost in 1667 in 10 books; in 1674, a follow-up edition of 12
books was published. The newly discovered acrostic appears in 9/12, in lines that describe the conversation between Eve and Adam about whether they should stay together in the face of Satan's temptations or disperse to face the devil's traps separately. Related: Cracking Codices: 10 of the most mysterious ancient
manuscripts... his poor esteem does not shame our front, but turns on himself; Then why were you avoiding us or afraid of us? who rather receive double glory*The assumption of faith, we would find peace within,*Popularity from Heav'n, our witness of the event.*And what is faith, love, virtuous determination*Alone,
without outside help is maintained?*Let us not suspect our happy state*Left so imperfect to God's wise*There is no safe single or unething.*Weakness is our happiness if this is so. And Eden wasn't the Eden who revealed this. (9.329-41) The star signifies a hidden message: Milton wrote top-down FFAALL, which is likely
to represent the double fall of mankind represented by Adam and Eve. Reading from below, the poet wrote FALL, possibly a reference to Satan's ancestry from heaven. (According to Christian theology, Satan was an angel who rebelled against God.) Acrosics is not unusual in epic poetry. Milton — who was blind when
he wrote most of the poem through dictation — also writes in Satan's verse in Book 9, which describes a snake approaching Eve in the Garden of Eden and enticing him to taste fruit from the tree of knowing good and evil. Milton drew this technique from other epic poets, such as Virgil, who used the acrostical MARS
writing in Aeneid's verse, where the god of war is ready to act. Milton's SATAN acrost was not discovered until 1977. The new acrostist was discovered by Miranda Phaal, a tufts university senior. In August, Phaal published an article about his discovery in Milton Quarterly magazine. This acrobatic is intertwined with the
double fall of man (FFAALL) with the fall of Satan (one FALL, read from the bottom up), perhaps commenting on their shared inciter – Satan – or their common roots – pride, Phaal wrote. Milton uses acrostics to predict what will happen to Atam and Eve, he added. Ultimately, he wrote, the acrostic distills the entire poem
into its being: three conditional falls, two lost paradises. Originally published in live science magazine. We do a lot of crap in America, Mike says. There's no doubt about it. And this is a little piece of the day, in one dump. But I don't. I. To think about it. Mostly I just think I'm not going to run into a bulldozer. We sink, we
climb out, we sink, we climb. Mike moves on, pushing the debris toward the edge of the cli¬ff formed by the massive pile of the day. You're getting close to the edge, I told him. He starts talking about smoothing, grabbing and peeling, but the only words I understand are diving over the vertical, which is what we're going
to do. We're free to fall over the garbage cliff. I would point out that this scares me. A lot of the guys I train are crying for their first couple of weeks, he says. He assures me that Bomag is very agile. He says the only concern is tree stumps. Once I was coming over the vertical, and on the way down I crashed into a stump
about the size of a car. I started sliding along the slope sideways. Hold on and shoot it and try to get it. It was the only time I really had aces. We fall over the edge and surely Bomag grabs the debris like a squirrel, and we begin the descent down, about 50 feet down, more into the garbage with six or seven bulldozers
zooming, backwards, forwards, pushing trash, carting the cell. I ask him who's in charge here, who has the right of way, who gives to whom. He says everyone more or less outlines it along the way. He says it's part of the fun. He talks about riding mountain bikes when he's five. That's the kind of experience you make.
You'll learn the limits of movement. Any child who grew up with mountain bikes and four-wheelers would clearly like this job, he says, adding that he considers himself blessed. Like so many people I meet at the dump, he says he enjoys nature, outdoor activities, loneliness. We head back over the debris so we can dive
again, and he whistles. Then he invites me to lunch later. If you want to. Between leaching, methany, huge equipment, rotating cells, seagull lines, bougainvillea vine, all landscaping, field engineers and chemistry, I think: This is terribly complicated. There is a lot to go through here so that we can continue to live
irresponsibly or deny, as if our garbage has some magical way of just disappearing. At one point I confess to Joe Haworth that I don't know where my own rubbish goes after it leaves the end of the driveway, dragged by a green lorry while my dogs stand on the porch and foolishly bark at it. I have no idea, and I really
have no idea, that the fate of my rabies is so complicated and bothered. Joe told me this was a better situation than when the trash was simple. For most of history, garbage was a linear concern, the end of a simple four-stroke pattern: You dig up raw materials, you do something with them, you use something, and when
the utility is over, you throw it away. One, two, three, garbage. One, two, three, garbage. One, two, three, Paalutus Paalutus the rubbish became a concern as soon as enough people were grouped in one place to notice it. The city of Athens organized the first municipal landfill in the Western world in 500 B.C. Citizens
were required to dispose of their waste at least 1.5 kilometres from the city walls. This was a strangely forward-looking plan, especially considering that until the 18th century, most Americans simply threw their rubbish out the window onto the street – even though garbage-related diseases such as bubble plague, cholera
and typhoid fever were known to change europe's population and affect the monarchy around the world. World.
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